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CLAWAR conferences are mainly dedicated to climbing and walking Robots. The increasing interest in this new field of robot research is motivated by advanced applications such as exploration, intervention in extreme environments, personal services, emergency rescue operations, transportation, entertainment, etc., and to envision robots evolving into electromechanical replica of ourselves.
The topics of the selected papers cover a wide range of basic issues in this domain: design methods of locomotion systems, control of their quasi-static and dynamic behaviors, gait generation, theoretical stability, traction control, etc., and illustrate some technical challenges in the development of sophisticated intelligent machines.
In the first two papers, Altendorfer et al. present a promising step in the line towards a theoretical and, hence, more profound understanding of legged locomotion systems. The first paper introduces a new theoretical formalism, based on "symmetric factorization return maps", for the highly complex problem of stability analysis of dynamical legged locomotion gaits. The second paper discusses the application of this formalism to the RHex robot model.
The design of a running machine with high locomotion efficiency is a severe optimization problem. Nichol et al. propose an interesting account of the mechanical design, control, and sensing issues associated with the development of highspeed legged robots.
Articulated wheeled rovers have high potential applications, mainly for planetary application. Iagnemma et al. present a control methodology in order to improve ground traction and reduce energy consumption. Grand et al. propose a method that optimizes stability and traction of a hybrid wheeled-legged robot which evolves on an irregular ground surface.
The problem of gait generation is often inspired by biological systems. Another way, as proposed by Bessonnet et al., uses a dynamic optimization method that computes gait sequences for a walking biped, comprising starting, cycling, and stopping steps. The biped walking machine is also addressed by Caballero et al. through the low-level control angle. They use a robust cascade controller for postural stabilization of a non-linearly actuated biped robot.
Tawara et al. describe new technologies for mechatronics design of a small biped robot which possesses a rich sensing system and is capable of acrobatic behavior.
Finally, Fielding et al. analyze the use of the "restrictedness" algorithm for efficient gaits and omnidirectional walking of a hexapod walking machine. 
